CYSAO – Harp

Excerpt 1: Scheherazade, II, Q-13th bar of Q

Time Signature is 3/8. Feel it in 3. Eighth Note = 112

Audio: https://youtu.be/yYJL1CQMw2o?t=1273 (through 21:40)
Excerpt 2: Scheherazade, III, G-9\textsuperscript{th} bar of H
Time Signature is 6/8. Dotted Quarter = 54
Audio: https://youtu.be/yYJL1CQMW2o?t=1680 (through 28:36)
Excerpt 3: Scheherazade, IV, 5th bar of T-V
Feel this like it’s in 3/8. Note that the trumpets feel like they’re playing in 2/8 here. Dotted quarter = 76